Management of germ cell carcinoma: state of the art.
The management of all stages of germ cell carcinomas is fairly well defined with generally high rates of cure. In stage I disease surveillance and chemotherapy on relapse is as successful as initial adjuvant chemotherapy. More than 95% of patients will survive. In stage II disease either three to four cycles of chemotherapy, or retroperitoneal node dissection and subsequent chemotherapy if more than six nodes are positive or nodes are > 2 cm diameter, or there is extra nodal extension, are equivalent with survival > 95%. For stage III disease, a new international prognostic classification has determined that the level of tumour markers, presence of non pulmonary visceral disease, or a mediastinal primary, indicate a poorer prognosis. Long term follow up studies reveal an overall percentage of relapses (4-5%) beyond two years and the need for long term follow up.